Unlike a traditional software module, which runs within a predictable domain, Web Services are autonomous software agents running in a heterogeneous execution environment. Because of distributed responsibilities, ownership and control, it is often not feasible to acquire all information needed for the service composition. These characteristics of autonomy and heterogeneity are fundamental to service oriented computing but make it inherently difficult to avoid service conflicts. To reason about and adapt to a changing environment, in this work, we will extend current OWL-S by introducing the concept of service assumptions which allow reasoning with incomplete information. Furthermore, together with the proposed service assumptions, a sequence of rules is proposed to describe all permitted behaviors in service composition context.
Introduction
The basic motivation of service oriented computing is to allow a high degree of flexibility to create the value-added composite service in a dynamic fashion. Web Services are running in a distributed environment, and often, are provided by a large number of independent parties. However, these independent parties do not necessarily share the same objectives and background. Thus the ignorance of one another may result in incompleteness and uncertainty of the information during the process of service composition. Hence, to achieve reliable service composition, it is critical for Web Services to have the ability to adapt to a changing environment.
The current OWL Web Ontology Language for services specification (OWL-S [1] ) leverages the rich expressive power of OWL [4] together with its well-defined semantics to provide richer descriptions of Web Services. In addition, Semantic Web Rule Language (SWRL) [2] has been proposed to define service process preconditions and effects, process control conditions and their contingent relationships in OWL-S. Though OWL-S is endowed with more expressive power and reasoning options when combined with SWRL, the description provided by a combination of OWL-S and SWRL about service composition is still only a partial picture of the real world. Most of what we know about the world, when formalized, will yield an incomplete theory precisely because we cannot know everything -there are gaps in our knowledge [7] . Similarly, the ontology of services, is finite and incomplete. Thus, a service composition specified by OWL-S has to deal with partial or incomplete knowledge. Currently, OWL-S has no mechanism for handling incomplete knowledge during the process of dynamic service composition.
In this paper, we are going to bridge the gap between semantic service description and multiple operational domains involved by introducing "service assumptions". In addition, based on our proposed extensions, we will try to define a formal framework for reasoning about incomplete knowledge and to address the service conflict issues.
The paper is structured as follows: In Section 2, we give examples of Web Service composition problems that we propose to address. In Section 3, we extend the current version of OWL-S by adopting service assumption and explain the semantics of the service assumption. In Section 4, we define the service selection and the composite service in general. In Section 5, we define the basic semantics for the planning-based service composition domain. In Section 6, we present a framework for reasoning about incomplete knowledge in service composition context. Finally, in Section 7,we present related work and our conclusions respectively.
Motivating Examples
The following example of a travel agency is used to explain the service conflicts which may be caused by incompleteness of information during the dynamic service composition. Our example uses the often presented travel agency service package. A typical use case could involve arranging a trip consisting a hotel booking, a car rental and a sightseeing service. To simplify this use case, we assume this composite service is executed in a sequential manner (i.e. hotel booking service, then car rental service, finally sightseeing service). Assume that, when requesting this composite travel agency service, the user specifies his preferred car model, for example, a city car. Obviously, this car will be used for sightseeing, which is also generated as part of this composite service. If the functionality matches the user's requirement, then the car rental service is invoked. In the real world, it is most likely that the car rental service providers have some service policy about usage of rental cars. However, when the car rental service is invoked, we don't have any information about what kinds of sightseeing plan might have been generated from the execution of the service, in other words, we don't know how the rented car will be used. The point here is that different sightseeing plans may be associated with different roads, and it may not be allowable for a rented car to drive on certain roads. For example, a desert dune exploration plan is dynamically generated from the sightseeing service and a city car is used for the desert dune exploration. Clearly, this is not an acceptable situation for either the car rental company or the customer.
Often, Web Service composition involves multiple independent parities, and during this process, the interactions between these independent parities have to be carried out to locate, invoke services. However, it is unrealistic to acquire complete information from all parties involved during dynamic service composition. Making the decision upon partial or incomplete information often fails to achieve consistency, thus we can assume any service composition involving more than one independent service providers will be subject to typical group conflicts [9] . Thus, to ensure integrity of service composition, there should be a mechanism to deal with incompleteness of information during dynamic service composition. The solution to this problem is to use service assumptions. Before formally introducing our framework in the succeeding section, we will clarify some basic definitions about Web Services.
Extending OWL-S by Service Assumption

Atomic Service
Results from the study of default logic [8, 10] serve as a basis for understanding service assumptions. By extending the current OWL-S, an atomic service ws i in this proposed work is described by a tuple p i , e i , a i , where • a i is a set of sentences representing service assumption, i.e. a i = {a 1 i , . . . , a n i }. Each sentence in {a 1 i , . . . , a n i } is defined as a primitive assumption.
Because of the heterogeneous nature of the Web Service execution environment, incomplete information in the process of service composition may occur either because of the unavailability of certain information or to keep the formulation simple at the start. Given a service ws i = p i , e i , a i , informally, its semantics can be interpreted as: if p i can be satisfied, and if it is consistent to assume a i , then we may conclude that e i can be applied. Service assumptions can be used to define a collection of default conditions regarding service policies. The service assumptions are believed when information is incomplete, but these assumptions also can be revised over time to incorporate new knowledge. Thus the ontology for Web service becomes more precise and closer to the real world. To be consistent with current OWL-S specification, in this work the chosen logical language to represent the service assumption is the Semantic Web Rule Language (SWRL) [2] .
Classification of Service Assumptions
To adopt the assumption to the real world application in more flexible way, there are two distinct usages of service assumptions which need to be taken into consideration. The first case is the restriction about the usage of web service, while the second case makes assumptions to provide warning information, aiming to ensure the service requester gets the satisfactory result. Informally, the classification of service assumptions as follows (also See Fig 1) :
• Hard Assumption: this kind of assumptions are used to strengthen the service policy made by each atomic service node in service composition, which cannot be violated or the service composition is running into failure.
• Soft Assumption: this kind of assumptions are used for the purpose of prototypical reasoning, which means that typically, most instances of a service composition have some property.
The example provided in our motivation section (see Section 2) is an example of using the hard assumption, which aims to enforce the service policy -car usage. In other words, if there is conflicting information against the car usage assumption in the context of the service composition, then this car rental service will not become part of the generated composite service. For the second kinds of service assumptions, like the first kinds of service assumptions, if conflicting information appears, it is considered to be the conflict of the web service composition. Unlike the first kinds of service assumptions, in face of conflict information, soft assumption will provide the warning information, but the option is available to the service requester, i.e. the service could choose either ignore this conflict information or discard the chosen Web Service which produce the conflicting information. Using soft assumption is quite normal in our real life, return to our car rental service, one example of using soft assumption can be that suppose one particular car model normally is rented as the wedding courtesy car, but service requester wants to rented this car for a long distance trip. Renting this car may be very costly, thus the service provider kindly provides such warning information. However, the service requester can make his decision whether or not rent this car in face of the warning information.
Example of Using Assumption
Here we give examples to show a simple case of service assumption. The example is taken from the car rental service, which has the policy "the rented city car cannot drive on certain road conditions", and this policy is enforced by the service assumption. SWRL expressions are proposed to represent assumptions, thus we can use the expressive power of rules to facilitate service conflict reasoning. Generally, a service assumption is represented as a rule, which has the form: antecedent ⇒ consequent, where the symbol ⇒ denotes the logical imply and both antecedent and consequent are generally defined as conjunctions of atoms, having the form of a 1 ∧ . . . ∧ a 2 . Using this syntax, a rule stating that the composition of "city car not drive on dune" and "city car not drive on unsealed road" properties implies the "DriveCarInProperWay" property would be written:
¬DriveOn(?cityCar, dune)∧ ¬DriveOn(?cityCar, unsealedRoad) ⇒ DriveCarInP roperW ay(?cityCar) Informally, the example can explained as: if both "city car not drive on dune" and "city car not drive on unsealed road" are consistent with what is known in the context of the service composition, then it is assumed that the car will drive in the proper way, where consistent means without the information to the contrary.
The goal of adding service assumptions is to enable Web services applications: a). to be more flexible and intelligent which result from commonsense inference nature of service assumption. b). to be executed in a consistent manner. The more accurate and precise service description of the problem, the more reliable the decisions we make. 
Service Selection
The process of dynamic Web Service composition over that of software component composition holds some additional critical issues, such as service matching, selection and retrieval. In this proposed framework,
• ws i represents an atomic service.
• W S is the set of all Web Services, ws i ∈ W S.
• all Web Service descriptions are held in their corresponding categories {cat 1 , cat 2 , . . . , cat n }. cat i is a tangible areas split from the service registry, for example downloadable Multimedia.
• CAT is the set of all service categories cat i ∈ CAT , cat i ∈ W S, cat i = {ws 1 , . . . , ws m }.
• Service selection function sel : CAT → W S which takes a certain service category as its input and give us an atomic service based on the service matching i.e. sel(cat i ) = ws.
Every atomic service in the rest of this paper refers to the Web Service which is produced by the service selection defined above.
Composite Service
Intuitively, a composite Web Service which performs combined functions may include multiple atomic services. A composite service CompW S is the combination of the multiple atomic services ws i , where 0 < i < n. CompW S can be represented as:
Because participants of the service composition do not necessarily share the same objectives and background, conflicts easily arise in a dynamic service composition environment.
Service Composition as Planning
It is often assumed that a business process or application is associated with some explicit business goal definition that can guide a planning-based composition tool to select the right service [6] . Typically, classical planners presuppose complete and correct information about the world. However, in terms of the service composition, this simplified assumption is not suitable and unrealistic. Each service node is designed, owned, or operated by different parties, thus the planning agent may not have a complete view about the world. To make more precise service description in a dynamic service composition environment, we have extended the current semantic Web Service description OWL-S by introducing the service assumption. The service assumptions together with states of knowledge, preconditions, effects, and goals are specified in Description Logic L [3] . Now we are prepared to define the semantics of a service composition domain. A state S is a not a complete view of the world, which describes the partial state with respect to the service composition context. The state S is extensionally defined as a set of positive or negative ground atomic formulas (atoms). In addition, the initial state S 0 here is a partial description about the world, i.e. a partial state. A goal G is a set of conjunctions of atoms which need to hold in a desired state or say final state. A state transition t is represented as a tuple t = S, ws, S , where S, S are states and ws is an atomic service. A service composition plan for a goal is a sequence of state transitions which lead from an initial state to a final state where all ground atomic formulas in the goal are true. In rest of the paper, we will use symbol |= to represent logical entail.
In the process of service composition planning, there are three types of knowledge produced by state transitions about the current world. Let SEN i denote a set of sentences used to change the state S i . This set of sentences can be partitioned into three categories, namely state invariants, expansion and update, which is defined as:
State invariant Inv i denotes a set of sentences which can be entailed by the knowledge in the previous state, defined as:
State expansion Exp i denotes a set of sentences which cannot be entailed by the knowledge in the previous state and its negation also cannot be entailed by the knowledge in the previous state, defined as: Let ws i be an atomic service, W S be the set of all Web Services, E be the set of all service effects, P be the set of all service preconditions, we define the following extraction functions:
1. Effect extraction function f e : W S → E which takes an arbitrary atomic service ws i as an input, and extracts the effect e i of ws i as its output. e i is a set of primitive effects of ws i and every primitive effect is a partition with the state invariant, expansion and update, i.e. f e (ws i ) = e i and e i = {eInv i | eExp i | eU pd i } in which eInv i , eExp i , eU pd i denote state invariant, expansion and update respectively.
2. Precondition extraction function f p : W S → P which takes an arbitrary atomic service ws i as an input, and extracts the precondition p i of ws i as its output. Here we assume that the information contained in the state of knowledge is incomplete but correct. Clearly, the precondition evaluation either depends on the current state of knowledge or is based on sensing operation [5] which adds new knowledge to the current state. Thus the knowledge generated from the sensing operation for the purpose of the precondition evaluation can only expand the current state of knowledge. i.e.
Following the definitions above, we can define the generic state transition operators (See Fig 2) as:
which means the state transition from S i−1 to S i is completed by means of performing sensing operations for the precondition evaluation, then applying the service effect. In step one, the knowledge pExp i generated from the sensing operations is used to expand previous knowledge of the state S i−1 . The operator Σ takes the S i−1 and pExp i as its input, expands knowledge of the S i−1 and produces the intermediate state S i−1 . S i is reached at step two, in which the operator ∆ takes the S i−1 and eU pd i as its input and performs an update to knowledge of the S i−1 . Finally, applying the effect may also lead to knowledge expansion.
In the knowledge representation literature [11] , incomplete of the knowledge has been classified as: either absence or uncertainty. Adopting this classification about the incomplete knowledge, in the service composition planning process, we refer to the missing facts as the absence of information. On the other hand, uncertainty is the a subjective measure of the certainty about service interactions, which may be caused by ignorance of one another when multiple independent parties are involved in the process. Clearly, uncertainty and absence are essentially different, thus we use different techniques to handle these two distinct types of incomplete information. The absence of information is handled by the sensing operation. What makes dynamic service composition complicated is the fact that, during the process, services interact in complex ways. The proposed service assumption can be used to describe the service composition environment which may be not specifically known. As a consequence of this more precise description of the service composition environment, it is possible for us to deal with exceptions and resolve the inconsistencies which are caused by uncertainty. From now on, we will concentrate on the service composition consistency problem which my be caused by the interactions of multiple independent parities.
Default Reasoning in Service Composition
Assumption Database and Outdated Assumptions
To conduct the default reasoning about the partial state of knowledge, it is necessary to describe and record various assumptions generated during the service composition planning. In this framework, we maintain an assumption database M to store these assumptions and their relevant effects as a pair a i : e i . Same as preconditions and effects, assumptions are represented as ground literals.
For a web service ws i =< p i , e i , a i >, which is selected by the service selection function and has participated in a service composition, its effect e i is a set of sentences, i.e. e i = {e If ¬e i ⊆ ϕ and ϕ is the logical consequence of a current state of knowledge, we refer to the assumption a i which is associated with service ws i as outdated assumption. A simple example of an outdated assumption is: a book borrowing service assumes that the borrower is in same city as the library. When the borrowed book is returned, we say this assumption is outdated.
Notice that outdated assumptions are not allowed to participate in reasoning process for the service composition. For any service ws i which has participated a given service composition, if its assumption a i is not outdated assumption, we refer a i as active assumption, and use Π(M) to denote the set of all active assumptions maintained by M for a given service composition.
Default Reasoning Framework
The state transition function takes previous state of knowledge S i−1 and Web Service ws i as the input and produces the new state S i . To get the legal state transition, inspired by default logics [8, 10] , our conflict checking containss three transition conditions:
Precondition Satisfaction (Cond-A): means that only
when a precondition holds, and then the service is a valid candidate service to participate service composition. Formally, if S i−1 |= p i , then we define ws i as precondition satisfied service. Note that S i−1 here also contains the knowledge acquired by the sensing operation for the purpose of the precondition evaluation.
2. Consistency of State and Assumptions: which means that after the effect e i of Web Service w i is applied to the current state, the new state of knowledge must be consistent with the set of all active assumptions Π(M) maintained in M. Formally, S i ∪ Π(M) |= ⊥. Normally, e i is the conclusion of a precondition satisfied service ws i , but e i may need to be retracted in face of new evidence. Note that here we intentionally make the design decision that joint consistency of service assumptions is required. Thus checking of consistency between the state and the assumptions has two steps:
• Joint Consistency of Assumptions (Cond-B): which means the conjunction of all active service assumptions must be consistent. Formally, Π(M) |= ⊥
• Consistency between State and Assumptions (Cond-C): which means that in addition to the conjunction of all active service assumptions being consistent, it is also required that the new state of knowledge should be consistent with this set of service assumptions. Formally
The building of consistent value-added services on a heterogeneous environment is not a trivial task, in next section, we will prepare to illustrate the process of constructing the service composition plan and explain how these proposed state transition conditions should be used during this reasoning process.
Default Reasoning Process
Service composition planning can be viewed as a process of resolving conflicts and gradually refining a partially specified plan, until it is transformed into a complete plan that satisfies the goal. Service composition planning is similar to the classical planning in that each state of knowledge is represented by a conjunction of literals and each Web Service is related to a transition between those states. However, unlike classical AI planning techniques, in this proposed framework, the planner is the rule based system which allows making tentative conclusions and revising them in the face of additional information. In other words, the planner is endowed with the ability to reason about and adapt to a changing environment. As the result of the applying the state transition rules, the generated plan represents an applicable or consistent solution to the service composition problem even with insufficient information during the process. For any state S i−1 , Web Service ws i is not applicable to the state until certain minimal criteria are met. ws i is specified in terms of the precondition p i , effect e i and assumption a i , where p i must be satisfied to be the precondition satisfied service (Cond-A), the effect may be concluded, however the joint consistency of assumptions (Cond-B) and consistency of new state of knowledge and various service assumptions (Cond-C) are required.
A state in our framework is not a complete view of the world. Usually, an agent is forced to perform sensing operations which aim at finding out the information which could satisfy the precondition p i . Like "1" shown in Fig 3, the sensing operation may lead to knowledge expansion of the state S i−1 . When the sensing operations complete, if p i is satisfied, we can conclude that ws i may be applicable to the current state S i−1 (Cond-A). Due to the knowledge expansion to the state S i−1 , before the transition to state S i , we get an intermediate state S i−1 . This intermediate state holds the current state of knowledge after the agent's sensing operation, which is shown as the operation step "2". Following the sensing operations, effect e i is applied to the current state to simulate the action. Like we mentioned before, the effect e i may expand and update the knowledge of the current state, which is shown as the operation step "3". This process can be presented as generic state transition operation as we defined in page 4.
One of the main features in this proposed framework is the ability to describe various service assumptions and sup- Figure 3 . Reasoning Process port default reasoning with these assumptions. The service assumptions generated from the service composition planning are represented as a set of ground literals stored in the assumption database M. After expanding and updating the knowledge of the current state, the planner needs to carefully perform checking to see whether any outdated assumption is in M. Because the outdated assumptions are not allowed to participate in the default reasoning, all outdated assumptions will be deleted from M, which is shown as operation step "4".
After updating the assumption database M, the service assumption a i is added to assumption database M. Initially, the status of this new service assumption a i is set to be active , which is shown as the operation step "5". Service assumptions are made about things that may not specifically be known during the process of service composition, which also represent the environment of an underlying service composition. A particular service composition environment is described by the set of all active assumptions Π(M) maintained in the assumption database M. Logically, this environment refers to a conjunction of service assumptions. Clearly, a service composition context is uniquely identified the combination of the environment and the current knowledge state. To achieve consistent service composition, we intentionally make the design decision that the service composition environment is required to be consistent, which means that no contradiction can be inferred from Π(M). A consistent service composition environment is enforced by Cond-B which is shown as the operation step "6". Note that the checking of joint consistency of assumptions is performed after both the effect e i is applied to the current state of knowledge and the updating of all the detected outdated assumptions in the assumption database M is complete. If a contradiction appears, it means that the service composition environment is no longer consistent and corrections to these assumptions must be made in the face of this contradicting information. The conclusion of applying the e i of w i to the state of knowledge must be revoked.
On the other hand, if the the service composition en-vironment is described by a consistent set of service assumptions, the next reasoning task is to check the consistency between the new state of knowledge and the set of all active service assumptions Π(M) (Cond-B), which is shown as operation step "7" . This task is completed by means of checking whether the negation of any active assumptions can be entailed by the current state of knowledge. The negation of a service assumption plays the role of being a defeater, which prevents the effects associated with this assumption being applied to the state. Similarly, if the contradicting information is detected at this step, it means that the previous conclusions are not appropriate in the face of this additional information and the old conclusions must discarded in order to incorporate new knowledge and adapt to a changing environment. Up to now, the process of state transition from S i−1 to S i is completed. We have illustrated that how the new state of knowledge is reached in the presence of possibly incomplete or conflicting information. Notice that, athough the are treated as the same during the process of service composition planning, there is a fundamental difference between the ways of handling the conflicts caused by hard assumptions and soft assumptions respectively. Typically, when the conflict is detected, and the conflict is caused by a soft assumption, the choice will be left to client. The client could choose to ignore the detected conflict. However, if the detected conflict is produced by a hard assumption, it is considered to be a conflict of the Web Service composition anyway, and the client does not have control over it.
Conclusions
In this work, we have extended OWL-S to a richer service description representation schema by introducing service assumptions. The general goal of adding service assumptions as one property of a Web Service is to allow making plausible inferences in the process of service composition and ensure consistent service composition, which might be seen as: a). accurately describing the service composition environment, in which most instances of a concept generally have some property, but not always. b). presenting the hypothetical guesses about incompleteness and uncertainty. c). some combination of both.
The goal of dealing with incomplete information in the service composition context is certainly a challenging task. In our proposed framework, together with the proposed service assumption, we developed a sequence of rules for reasoning with various assumptions during the process of service composition planning. We also illustrated how knowledge based planning could reason about incomplete knowledge in the service composition context and construct a service composition plan. During the planning process, we showed that only when a precondition holds, then the service is a valid candidate service to participate service composition. Specially, by adopting service assumptions, the framework supports default reasoning in the presence of incomplete knowledge. The service assumptions are made about the things that may not specifically know during the process of service composition, thus what service assumptions represent is the environment of a underlying service composition. Logically, this environment refers to a conjunction of service assumptions. To achieve the consistent service composition, we intentionally make the design decision that the service composition environment is required to be consistent. Finally, consistency between the state of knowledge and the set of all active service assumptions is required. This consistency checking task is completed by the means of checking whether the negation of any active assumptions can be entailed by the current state of knowledge. The negation of a service assumption plays the role of being a defeater, which prevents the effects associated with this assumption being applied to the state. Briefly, this proposed framework allows us to make tentative conclusions based on the available information, and to detect potential conflicts in service composition when further suitable information about the problem is available.
